The Final round of India’s first Two-Wheeler Hybrid competition for young student engineers called EGA – Electrifying Green Aspirations (EGA) – was successfully completed by SAEINDIA Bengaluru Section on 16th June 2018. The event was held at the Institute of Quality and Leadership (IQL) at TVS Motor Company, Anekal. A total of 19 teams had registered for the event from colleges in Karnataka, Tamilnadu, and Madhya Pradesh, out of which 12 teams have qualified and 9 teams participated for Final Round of the competition.

Lighting of a lamp by Chief Guests and delegates

Mr. Krishnan, Vice-chairman of SAE India Bengaluru Section was the Chief Guest inaugurated the event by lighting lamp and delivered the welcome address. Mr. C Subramonian, Senior GM R&D TVSM and Mr. Kannan GM R&D TVSM has briefed about starting and benefits of EGA Competition. Mr. Anoop B Srinivasan, SAE India BS MC Member and Mr. Ashoka Kumar Technical Consultant for IntelliPredikt Technologies were presented in the program.

Static and Dynamic Round in TVs Racing track at TVS IQL

The Static and Dynamic evaluation has started after the inauguration, overall 9 teams have cleared Static round and 6 teams have done an excellent performance in the Dynamic round.

Experts from various companies like GE, Mercedes Benz, TCS, MBharathi, CADFEM, and TVS Motor Company, had participated as experts and constituted the jury panel and Volunteer in the event.
Teams Interaction with Industry leaders

The teams from different colleges have built a vehicle with new technology and innovative ideas in fuel economy, energy efficiency, display mobile app, vehicle monitor, and safety. EGA was a junction point for the students to share their crazy and fresh ideas with industry experts for future mobility. It’s a technical kind of sports for the engineer as it involves a spirit for learning hard work, and a platform to learn from competitors.

The concluding valedictory functions have started by 6’o Clock, Winner's prize was given by Mr. Krishnan and Mr. C Subramonian. The vote of thanks was given by Mr. Kannan and he encouraged all the students to bring up more and more competitive for EGA 2. Also gave an opportunity to complete the vehicle and to bring results for those teams who couldn’t perform Dynamic tests.

**Winner - “HYBRID MAVERICKS” from JSSATE**

**Runner-Up - “NEBULA” from DSCE**

Winner of the EGA – Two Wheeler Hybrid Championship has been awarded to team “HYBRID MAVERICKS” from JSS Academy of Technology Education, Bengaluru. Runner-Up to team “NEBULA” from Dayanand Sagar College of Engineering, Bengaluru. Best Design to team “TRYDAN” from Nitte Meenakshi Institute of Technology, Bengaluru and Best Innovation to the team “HERITAGE” from SJCE, Mysuru.
Best Design - “TRYDAN” from NMIT

A day went well thanks all, made the event grand success for the first time the main pillar of TVSM Mr. C Subramonian, Mr. Kannan, and Mr. Sumith Joseph, not but the least of our SAE India Bengaluru staffs as Mr. Rakesh D R EGA Coordinator, Mr. Prashanth, Mr. Illango and Mr. Dhanush supported to run the event smoothly with great success.

“Everyone has talent, but it becomes valuable when there is an opportunity and EGA provided that to the young talented Engineer’s”.

Best Innovation - “HERITAGE” from SJCE, Mysuru